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Mexico City photos at NARA II come in two categories: 1) in box 35 there is a file folder full of photos of the so-

called "unidentified man" whose picture was initially forwarded to Washington as being Oswald's. There are 

actually only twelve different photos that I could see, taken on two separate visits (on different days) to the 

Soviet Embassy and one visit (on yet another day) to the Cuban Embassy. For what it's worth, I copied a 

sample of each of these twelve and they are attached to the hardcopy version of this memo. There are 

multiple copies of most of these. The FBI apparently cropped these CIA photos for the WC's consumption, and 

the folder contains both cropped and uncropped versions of most of the 12.2) in another box ("Segregated CIA 

Collection", Box 16) are several folders of photos (contact sheets would probably be more accurate) taken at 

the Cuban and Russian embassies. There are generally nine head-shot photos to a 8 1/2 by 11 sheet and they 

appear to be cut-outs/cropped versions of originals which presumably show more of the person and his/her 

surroundings (for instance, I recognized on one of the contact sheets the head-shot portions of several of the 

"unidentified man" photos I'd seen in the other folder). I counted 164 of these head shots in folders labeled 

"Cuban Embassy Photos" and 115 head shots in folders labeled "Russian Embassy Photos". Given the volume, I 

didn't copy any of these. One of the photo/contact sheet folders contained a RIF (attached) which suggests 

even more photos than I counted in all the photo folders. But there are certainly more than a dozen or 

so.Library of CongressPretty thin pickings: 2 books and one article. None of the other books were on the shelf 

and the Library doesn't appear to have Roy's Canadian Security and Intelligence: A Bibliography. The Library 

also has only one edition of "Intelligence and National Security", so the one attached article is all you'll get of 

the three you asked for. If you'd like, I can check again for the books that were not available today the next 

time I'm over at the LOC.
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